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FADE IN:

INT. BASEMENT - NIGHT

Blood drips from the sharp butcher knife held high in the 
air. It comes swinging down.

THE BUTCHER KNIFE

Slams down through a wrist.

The man holding the knife, RICHARD MALCOLM (37), throws his 
head back and screams in pain. He pulls his gushing stub 
away. The butcher knife stuck into the wooden workbench 
against the wall.

RICHARD
Fuck! Fuck! God.

He moans and groans. Watches his stub as if he’s waiting for 
something. Then a red branch-like stick pops out. He 
twitches, squirms in pain.

Another branch shoots out. And another. They twirl together. 
Merge. Then five little branches pop out of them. They grow 
to length. Blood stops spurting.

The sticks grow into a fleshy limb, covering the stub. It 
grows into a full arm as Richard’s pain fades and a 
diabolical smile appears on his face.

He stretches his new arm. He peers down at the workbench. 
The old hand twitches. Grabs it, tosses it in a metal 
trashcan next to the table.

He takes his button up off. Just jeans now. He grabs a 
knife.

SLICES across his stomach. Screams. Blood leaks down. Then, 
the wound seals.

He laughs as if the pain is pleasure.

LATER

A pulley spins as rope moves through it.

Cinder blocks tied to the ropes lift lower to the ground by 
the rope.

A large metal a blade rises into the air fastened between 
two-by-fours with slots in them.
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Richard kneels down under the blade. The end of the rope in 
hand.

He places his neck on a piece of wood beneath the blade.

He takes a deep breath. Exhales. The lets the rope go.

The cinder blocks hit the ground. The blade falls. Cuts 
through his neck.

His head topples to the ground, rolls away.

THE HEAD

Blinks a few times. Writhes in pain. Then, a branch pops out 
of it.

THE BODY

Lays lifeless. Then, a branch pops out of the neck. Then 
more branches. They twist, bulge.

From the head, more sticks ground out, until the wireframe 
of a body forms.

A head forms from the body, the body lifts itself up.

The head breaths as the body forms. Small and fleshy. 
Translucent.

The body stands as hair grows from the bald head.

BODY RICHARD stares down at HEAD RICHARD.

Head Richard flips over, sits up. Rises, naked.

They two new Richards examine each other. Smirk. Then, a 
rustling from the workbench.

They whip their heads around to see the trash can wiggle.

A hand pops out from inside, grabs the edge.

The two Richards look at each other in shock.

FADE OUT.

THE END
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